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What’s New?

Multi Year Summary in Financial Portal
The Multi Year Summary shows a monthly comparison of Receipts, Transfers In, Expenditures and Transfers Out by Year.
Transaction Detail Search
The Transaction Detail now has a new search feature. Based on what filter is selected in the Sort By drop down, the Search drop down changes to show all values under that column. When the Transaction Detail report is first opened, the default Sort By filter is Tran Date. You can select one or multiple items from the list to narrow down the results in the transaction detail.

KFS Doc number
The Doc Number for VO’s is now the Kuali doc number that is clickable. Previously it was the check number. Now the check number is included in the Doc Type column with the CHKD doc type. The KFS edoc number is there for June 2015 and forward.
Payroll Commitments

The Labor Ledger now has a link titled Payroll Commitments that will allow you to see the total commitments by person or account for the year.